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TATA MOTOR
Tata Motors Group (Tata Motors) is a $37 billion
organisation. It is a leading global automobile
manufacturing company. Its diverse portfolio
includes an extensive range of cars, sports utility
vehicles, trucks, buses and defence vehicles. Tata
Motors is one of India's largest OEMs offering an
extensive range of integrated, smart and e-mobility
solutions

Our mission - across our globally dispersed
organisation – is to be passionate in anticipating and
providing the best vehicles and experiences that
excite our global customers.
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By FY 2024, we will become the most
aspirational Indian auto brand,
consistently winning, by

Delivering superior financial
returnsDriving sustainable mobility
solutionsExceeding customer
expectations, andCreating a highly
engaged work force

Vision

We innovate mobility solutions with
passion to enhance the quality of
life

Mission

TATA MOTORS
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Quality Policies 

At Tata Motors, we ensure that all our facilities deploy standardised systems to
deliver superior experiences. Our manufacturing divisions have been certified
for ISO TS 16949 (QMS standard for the automotive industry), ISO 9001 and ISO
14001 (Environmental Management System), as well as for OHSAS 18001
(Occupational Health and Safety). In order to ensure reliable and responsible
suppliers for automotive production and service parts, we have mandated that
all our suppliers adopt the ISO 9001/ TS 16949 QMS framework. We also
encourage our dealers to follow the quality, environmental and safety
management systems.

With our strict adherence to the highest standards in quality, we have
established a culture of excellence across our operations. This is a result of our
commitment to people, environment, and the ecosystem at large.
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Financial structure 
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Tata Motors JLR to suspend production at 2 UK plants  due to
lacking of semiconductor in during covid

Tata Motors' suppliers are unable to deliver products and it could
be forced to stop production in some or all of its plants if it is
unable to ensure the supply of critical parts from the country.

Manufacturing at covid during time
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Sales forcasting at covid during time

Tata Motors said on Sunday February domestic sales stood at
38,002 units, down 34% yoy. That included total commercial
vehicle (CV) sales of 25,572 units as against 39,111 units sold a
year earlier.
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Sales after covid

Tata Motors has bucked the Indian passenger vehicle market
trend in Covid-19-battered FY21 as the company ended the
fiscal with whopping growth of 69% year-on-year and record
volumes.



Employee handle during covid

 Tata Motors, India's largest automobile company by revenues
asked about 3000 of its employees with office-based roles to
work from home 



Govt support 

Promoting  Evs
Subsidy to customers 
To making scheme  for manufacturing parts of Evs and
other transport  in india
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Thank You

S U B M I T T E D  B Y  S A C H I N  K U M A R
S H A R M A


